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The Dynamic Space Environment: Our DREAM Science

Abstract: The SSERVI DREAM2 Center for
Space Environments was formed to examine the dynamic coupling of solar energy and inner heliospheric
energy to the surface of airless bodies. DREAM2
stands for the ‘Dynamic Response of the Environment
at Asteroids, the Moon, and the moons of Mars.
DREAM2 makes scientific advances to answer the
question ‘How do the highly-variable energy and matter in the space environment affect volatile stability,
exosphere formation, plasma interactions, surface micro-structure, and visiting human systems at any exposed rocky body?’. With 35 investigators, over 20
models, 4 laboratory facilities, and over 8 supporting
lunar data sets available, the team investigates the surface interactions affected by high energy charge particle radiation, space plasmas, solar radiation, and impactors. In response to this energy, the surface releases
neutral atoms and molecules to form an exosphere,
forms crystal defects that can traps implanted hydrogen
and create volatile retention, and develops a potential
to balance local plasma flux. Team members also examine how this energy affects human systems and,
conversely, how human systems affects the fragile
environments at these exposed bodies.
We present DREAM2 highlights since its inception
in late 2013. These include new models of the solar
wind inflow about airless bodies, solar wind hydrogen
implantation, radiation effects in the cold polar craters,
understanding the plasma-magnetic anomaly interactions, and a greater understanding of the lunar plasma
wake region. We also present recent studies on the
anomalous charging of human systems like rovers
when operating in polar shadowed regions. We also
describ research contributions by our DREAM2 summer interns, including solar wind charging, cubesat
development, Apollo ALSEP data analysis and modeling solar wind hydrogen implantation.

Shahab et al., 2015- recent cover of JGR
showing the reflected protons from the
Gerasimovich magnetic anomaly derived from
a hybrid simulation

Jackson et al., 2014 – The Equivalent Circuit
model for a rover which predicts anomalous
charging due to wheel/regolith interaction in
shadowed regions

